
Multi-Indies - A Tool for Optimizing JoinProessing in Main MemoryDmitry ShaporenkovUniversity of Saint-Petersburg, Russiadsha�am.orgAbstrat. In this paper we revise a well-known tehnique for optimizingjoins - join-indies. We propose a variant of join-indies, multi-indies,whih are spei�ally tailored for main-memory databases. We disusstrade-o�s for reating multi-indies, outline impliation of multi-indieson update and insert proedures and desribe their usage in query pro-essing algorithms. For some important partiular kinds of queries in-volving seletions we also propose a further optimization that plaes apointer to the shared index reord into the data reord and therebyavoids searh in the index struture altogether.Keywords. Aess methods, join algorithms, main-memory databases1 IntrodutionIn the last deade advanes in omputer hardware allowed to store relatively largedatabases in main memory, attrating great attention to main-memory databasesin researh ommunity. It has been shown that main-memory databases provideperformane on order of magnitude better than traditional, disk-based databases[3℄. A main-memory database system (MMDBMS) an store all the data andsupport strutures (suh as indies) in main memory, using disk only for loggingand reovery and avoiding ine�ient random aess to the mehanial devie [2℄.Changing primary data storage from disk to main memory does not freedatabase systems developers from the problems peuliar to traditional databases.In partiular, e�ient data aess is still very important for MMDBMS. How-ever, MMDBMS bring new riteria for evaluating aess methods - CPU aheutilization. Reent researh has shown that CPU ahe misses are the biggest per-formane bottlenek for MMDBMS [7, 1℄. Many algorithms and data struturestraditionally used in DBMS have been revised in last years from the viewpointof ahe behavior [8, 5, 11, 1℄.In this paper we fous on performane of equi-join operation, whih is widelyused in query proessing algorithms for relational DBMS. We propose multi-indies - a sort of indies mapping an attribute value to all reords of di�erentrelations ontaining this value. Multi-indies employ the same idea as the well-known join indies - preomputing information required during join operation.Using multi-index, one an �nd all pairs of mathing reords without sanning



or preproessing relations. We propose a layout of index strutures that seemsto be optimal with respet to ahe behavior. For queries involving seletions,performane an be further improved by plaing a pointer to the index reord intothe data reord. We expet this modi�ation to signi�antly speed up exeutionof suh queries.2 Related workThe CSB+-tree proposed in [8℄ features a layout of tree nodes with only onehild pointer. This struture frees extra spae in a node for keys, inreasingtree branhing fator and dereasing height of the tree. This redues numberof ahe misses during tree traversal at the ost of more omplex node splitalgorithm. One of the latest works in the �eld, [11℄, uses a bu�ering tehniquefor optimizing searh in B+-tree. Bu�ering helps to avoid ahe miss ourringwhen walking down from a parent to a hild in the tree. An algorithm is de-sribed that distributes bu�ers among the tree nodes during query proessingthus aommodating bu�ering strategy to the workload.Shatdal, et al [5℄ improve ahe behavior of several widely used algorithmsfor join and aggregation. The work also ontributes a ategorization of ahe-onsious methods. Methods of the �rst ategory try to exploit temporal loalityand reuse the data previously loaded in the ahe by reduing the working setof the algorithm, while methods of the seond ategory use spatial loality andpartition the proess in suh a way that eah part works with a relatively smallblok of memory that �ts in the ahe entirely. Kersten et al. [7℄ employ radix-lustering sheme to attain even better ahe performane of join operation.Our work is based on the idea of join indies proposed by Valduriez in [10℄.Given two relations R and S and a join riterion, binary relation of pairs (r, s)(where r and s are RIDs of reords of R and S whih an be joined using thejoin riterion) is built. The index on r for this relation is then used to �nd allRIDs of reords of S joined with the given reord of R. While on the logial levelour multi-indies resemble those proposed by Valduriez, we fous on e�ientphysial representation of index reords under spei� irumstanes of main-memory database system. At the same time we do not bind the idea with thepartiular index struture. Like domain indies [6℄, multi-indies may index morethan two relations. We also propose further development of the idea and laimthat in many ases signi�ant speed-up an be gained by plaing pointer to theindex reord into the data reord and avoiding the index searh altogether.3 Creating and using multi-indiesThe main idea of multi-indies is to store information about all reords of dif-ferent relations ontaining given value of an attribute in the same plae. Let
R1, ..., Rk is a set of relations with ommon attribute A. Multi-index of the re-lations R1, ..., Rk on the attribute A is a mapping

IA
{R1,...,Rk}

: Domain(AR1
, ..., ARk

) → {ri},



where Domain(AR1
, ..., ARk

) is a union of attribute A's domains in relations
R1, ..., Rk and ri is a reord of a relation Rl for some l = 1, .., k. Notie that themulti-index IA

{R1,...,Rk}
an serve as a onventional index for any of the relations

R1, ..., Rk on the attributeA - we only need to �lter out reords of other relations.We all k the degree of the multi-index.We also de�ne index reord as a struture ontaining RIDs of reords withthe given value of the attribute. The nature of RID depends on the implemen-tation and the storage model being used. We investigate methods for e�ientorganization of index reord later in this work.3.1 Organization of multi-indiesThere an be di�erent ways for organizing multi-index IA
{R1,...,Rk}

. For simpliity,let us assume we have two relation R1 and R2 with the ommon attribute A.We an then build two indies on A for R1 and R2 with shared index reords,so that a value of the attribute an be mapped to reords of R1 and R2 withthis value of the attribute by single lookup in either index for R1 or R2. Asan alternative, we an use single index struture for both R1 and R2. Eitherapproah has its advantages, and hoie between them should be made takinginto aount several fators.
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First, distributions of A's values in relations R1 and R2 an di�er signi�-antly, so if a single index struture is used for both relations, index lookup isless e�ient than it would be if two separate index strutures were used. Se-ond, a single index struture for a set of keys oupies less memory than twoindex strutures mapping the same set of keys even if two strutures share indexreords. Besides possible dupliation of keys in both strutures, there are alsoauxiliary elements like link pointers et. Third, as we will show, implementationof multi-indies in the form of several index strutures with shared index reordsdegrades performane of insert and delete operations, so for environment withintensive modi�ations we may prefer a single index struture.Choie among di�erent variants of implementation of multi-index is thereforea trade-o� between storage spae, searh and update e�ieny. If there are threerelations with ommon attribute, the situation beomes even more ompliated,as we now have 5 options for onstruting multi-index. It is known that thenumber of all possible partitions of a set (and therefore the number of optionsfor onstruting multi-index) is desribed by Bell numbers [9℄. Generally, theissue of hoosing optimal implementation of multi-index an be treated as anoptimization problem where we are trying to minimize average searh ost underrestritions on the amount of main memory available and overhead for insert andupdate operations. Spae limits prelude us from detailed desription.In Figure 1 an example of two relations {Students, Hobbies} and a multi-index on the StudId attribute is depited. In the example an index on StudIdis built for both relations, and indies share ommon index reords. Assumingthat only some of students have hobbies, suh an organization seems to be betterthan the single index struture.We propose the following index reord layout. Index reord header ontainsthe length of the index reord and a table (RelId → offset)i=1,...,m that mapsunique relation identi�er to the o�set of the �rst reord identi�er from the re-lation in the index reord. Following the reord header, reord identi�ers fromthe relations RelId1, ..., RelIdm are stored. The main idea is therefore to groupreord identi�ers from the same relation together. Compared with simple sequen-tial layout, this organization inurs some overhead during update of the indexreord, beause we may need to shift part of the reord to aommodate to newrelation boundaries or even realloate the reord if no free spae available insidethe reord. If, however, modi�ations to the database are rare as ompared withqueries, this overhead is well rewarded by the resulting ahe e�ieny. Feth-ing reord identi�ers for relation l osts 1 + size(Il)
size(cache_line) ahe misses in theworst ase (where Il is the size of the blok of reords identi�ers from relation l);fething reords identi�ers for relations l and m osts 1 + size(Il)+size(Im)

size(cache_line) ahemisses.3.2 Maintaining and using multi-indiesAn algorithm for equi-join of two relations R1, R2 on ommon attribute A us-ing multi-index IA
{R1,R2}

is straight-forward. We simply traverse the multi-index



olleting mathing reords. Notie that an optimization is feasible in the indexreord layout: if we have a multi-index IA
{R1,...,Rk}

and there are expetationsthat two partiular relations Rl and Rm will often be joined in queries, we mayplae reord identi�ers from these relations ontiguously in the index reordsthereby dereasing the probability of the extra ahe miss. Another optimiza-tion is to plae reord identi�ers from the most frequently using relations loserto the beginning of the index reord, sine this may redue the number of ahemisses ourring during proessing of the index reord to 1.We ompare the multi-index join with the partitioned hash-join whih hasbeen proved to be one of the most e�ient equi-join algorithms for MMDBMS[5℄. Partitioned hash-join requires preproessing step that divides relations (say
R and S) being joined into partitions based on hash odes of values of the joinattribute. This step involves sanning both relations and therefore exhibits poorahe performane beause of large number of ompulsory ahe misses. Eahreord of the relations should be aessed in order to ompute its hash ode. Thenumber of ahe misses depends on the underlying storage model (one an layout attributes in suh a way that values of the join attribute oupy ontiguousregion in memory, thereby dereasing number of ahe misses required to readthem all), but in general for onventional N-ary storage model we may expetone ahe miss per eah reord. After preproessing step, hash-join builds hashtable for eah partition of relation R and probes all reords in eah partition ofrelation S using this hash-table.Multi-index does not require any preproessing, as it already has all theneessary information to perform the equi-join. We only need to traverse theindex struture and for eah index reord form pairs (r,s) of mathed reords.Notie that onventional index strutures like B+-trees and buket-hained hashtables all support e�ient traversal. Of ourse, we still experiene large numberof ompulsory ahe misses. However, we expet this number to be substantiallysmaller than that during preproessing step in partitioned hash join, beauseindex reords better utilize ahe lines and do not pollute them with irrelevantinformation (suh as values of attributes not partiipating in join). For multi-indies of the smallest degree 2, the ahe utilization is espeially high, sineall the information ontained in an index reord is required during join. Formulti-indies of higher degrees, we have mentioned a ouple of optimizationsaimed to inrease ahe utilization. In the multi-index join we also do not needto perform hash ode omputation, whih an be a CPU-bound operation. Givenall the above, there are good prerequisites for multi-index join to perform betterthan the partitioned hash-join.During insertions, deletions and updates to the database, multi-index, likeany other index, should re�et hanges in the data. We need to �nd the indexreord orresponding to the value of the attribute in the data reord being in-serted or deleted. If the multi-index onsists of the single index struture, we onlyneed to lookup in this struture. If, however, multi-index is a union of several in-dex strutures with shared index reords we generally need to searh in all theseindies until the index reord is found or the searh is exhausted. This may seem



expensive but notie that in pratie we almost always know whih part of themulti-index should de�nitely ontain the shared index reord orresponding thedata reord being inserted or deleted. For example, when we insert data reordinto or delete from details relation in `master / details' sheme, we do know theRID of the orresponding master reord, so we only need to searh in the part ofthe multi-index for the master relation. The same applies to the situation whenwe add or delete fat reord from fats relation in the star sheme; in this asewe know the RIDs of orresponding reords in dimension relations.Multi-indies an be useful during modi�ations to the database for enfor-ing referential integrity onstraints [10, 6℄. Let us suppose we have three re-lations: Students (StudId, Name), Marks (StudId, Subjet, Value) and Hobbies(StudId, Name) where Marks.StudId and Hobbies.StudId are foreign keys forwhih CASCADE DELETE onstraint is enfored. If we need to delete a reordfrom the Students relation, multi-index IStudId
{Students,Marks,Hobbies} enables us to�nd all reords about student's hobbies and marks using single index lookup. Inase of two onventional indies on StudId for Marks and Hobbies two lookupswould be required.3.3 Conneting multi-indies and data reordsIn the above multi-indies were just a generalization of onventional indies; thedata reords remained unhanged. Unfortunately, suh an approah limits use-fulness of multi-indies. To demonstrate this, we return to the Students example.Let us suppose we have to �nd all marks of a student given the student's name:SELECT Subjet, Value FROM Students, Marks WHERE Students.Name ='Anna' AND Marks.StudId = Students.StudId. Good query exeution plan �rstmakes use of index Students.Name (whih we assume to exist), and only thenperforms the join. The join is therefore used to �nd all reords about student'smarks given the StudId. But this just as well ould be done with onventionalindex on StudId for the Marks relation. An alternative exeution plan ould�rst join Students and Marks using multi-indies and then �lter out all reordswhih bear nothing to Anna, but this plan looks unreasonable beause of lowseletivity of the query.We an make multi-index more useful if we diretly onnet data reordswith the orresponding index reords as illustrated in Figure 2. If we plae apointer to the index reord into data reord of the Students relation, we will beable to perform the query quite e�iently : we will only need to �nd a reordabout Anna in the Students relation and then follow the pointer to the indexreord where we feth RIDs of orresponding reords from Marks relation. Thisquery exeution plan does not involve any index searh for performing the join.Notie that suh a modi�ation of data reord's struture is espeially simple forMMDBMS, beause in MMDBMS we keep relations and multi-index in main-memory, and we do not have to perform any additional address translation whenmoving indies and relations from disk to memory and vie versa.Of ourse, plaing a pointer to the index reord into the data reord has somenegative onsequenes, most obvious of whih is that the pointer oupies extra
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Figure 2. Diret referenes from reords of the Students relation to index reordsstorage. Another unwanted side e�et is possible derease of ahe utilizationby data reords. For those queries whih do not inlude join, the pointer willsimply waste valuable ahe spae. A possible solution to this problem is anadaptive data layout tehnique like one disussed in [4℄, whih lay out ontigu-ously attributes frequently ourring together in queries. Third issue is that afterinserting a new data reord the orresponding index reord an be realloated,and we will need to update all pointers to it. However, this an be done e�iently,beause all data reords holding pointers to the index reord are referened inthe index reord itself, so we an easily update them having the index reords inhand. Generally, we expet that in many ases the proposed modi�ation payso� and signi�antly inreases e�etiveness of multi-indies.4 Implementation and experimental studyWe are urrently working on implementation and tuning of multi-indies in Mem-phis, our main-memory researh database kernel. The primary goal of Memphisprojet is to provide a �exible arhiteture that would allow to support var-ious storage models and index strutures, easily plug ompression algorithmsand inlude new data types extending the prede�ned set of built-in types. Thesalient feature of Memphis is that it is written entirely in a managed languageC# with performane-bound plaes using unsafe ode [12℄. This greatly faili-tates integration of Memphis with appliations targeted .NET framework. We



are going to use Memphis as an underlying storage system for the repositoryontaining large amount of information about soure ode of software projets(this information inludes suh ode objets as lasses, methods, properties andrelationships among them).We have implemented some onventional join algorithms used in MMDBMS(partitioned hash join, bloked nested loops, index) as well as multi-index joins.We use buket hashing for multi-indies; for better e�ieny we provide speial-ized representations of index reords for multi-indies of several small degrees.These speialized representations ontains �xed number of o�set �elds in plae ofgeneral o�set table desribed in setion 3.1. We have not implemented referenesfrom data reords to index reords yet.Our preliminary experiments show that multi-indies work well in importantsituations, in partiular, for joins involving one master and several details rela-tions (whih is a very ommon ase in pratie). We present some experimentalresults here. These results only onern performane of join operation; measure-ments of insert and update overhead aused by multi-indies as well as a moredetailed study of joins will be given in the extended version of the paper. Wetested our implementation on several datasets, inluding the real dataset andsyntheti ones. Syntheti datasets were generated by a tool that is a part of theMemphis projet. This tool takes suh properties of the dataset as relations ar-dinalities, types of attributes, and distribution of attribute values and produesrelations in the form of plain text �les that an be bulk-loaded into memory ofthe Memphis system. Eah experiment was performed on the old system; thatis, the system was started, all the relations were loaded, then the join was per-formed. The presented measurements are average values obtaining by runningeah test several (5-6) times. The experiments were onduted on a onventionalworkstation (Intel P4 2.8 GHz, 1 Gb RAM). In our tests we ompared the per-formane of the join algorithm using multi-index with in-memory partitionedhash-join algorithm ([5℄). The number of partitions in the hash-join algorithmwas hosen to provide the optimal performane. Results of experimental runs forsome datasets are summarized in the Figure 3.
Dataset |R| |S| THashJoin TCreateMultiIndex TMultiIndexJoin MultiIndexSizeClasses 8000 6000 1.6 se 0.8 se 1 se 0.4 MbSynthI1 30000 50000 1.2 se 1 se 0.85 se 0.6 MbSynthI2 100000 300000 7.6 se 4.8 se 7.7 se 1.8 MbSynthS1 100000 300000 43 se 24 se 8 se 2.1 MbFigure 3. Results of experimental runsFor eah dataset |R| and |S| are ardinalities of the relations being joined,
THashJoin is the running time of the partitioned hash-join algorithm, TCreateMultiIndexis the time required to build the multi-index, TMultiIndexJoin is the running timeof the join algorithm using multi-index, and MultiIndexSize is the amount ofmemory oupied by the multi-index. Sine in this experiment we assumed that



the multi-index is built during the join proessing, the total running time of themulti-index join is TCreateMultiIndex + TMultiIndexJoin. In pratie, however, themulti-index is maintained up-to-date, so the �rst term TCreateMultiIndex disap-pears from the latter formula.DatasetClasses ontains information about lasses (basially, names of lassesand their members) de�ned in soure ode of a large objet-oriented system. Thisinformation is stored in the normalized form. The relation R (`Classes') ontains
ClassID and ClassName attributes. It is joined with the relation S (`Members')that onsists of ClassID and MemberName attributes, where S.ClassID is aforeign key referring to the R.ClassID.

SynthI1 and SynthI2 are syntheti datasets that inlude two relations, eahof whih ontains one integer and one string attribute. Integer attributes areunformly distributed in the interval [1, 100000]. The relations are joined usinginteger attributes as the join attribute. Finally, SynthS1 ontains two relations,with two string attributes in eah relation. The pair of joined attributes are shortstrings (3-5 haraters) that mimi e.g. item ode represented in a string form.Note that in ase of string attributes the multi-index join provides the notieablespeed-up, as it dramatially redues the number of expensive string omparisonsneeded to ompute the join result.5 ConlusionIn this paper we have presented multi-indies - a generalization of onventionalindies ommonly used in databases. Multi-indies essentially preompute infor-mation needed to perform equi-joins by mapping an attribute's value to all thereords of di�erent relations ontaining this value. This enables very e�ient pro-essing of equi-joins. We have disussed trade-o�s for onstruting multi-index,the layout of index reords optimized for better ahe utilization, maintenaneand usage of multi-indies. We have also proposed a further development of theidea - onneting index reords with data reords, whih enables to avoid searhin the index struture and leads to even better performane.We believe that multi-indies an be an e�etive tool for main-memorydatabase systems. Currently we are working on tuning and experimental study ofmulti-indies in our researh database kernel Memphis. Preliminary experimentsshow that multi-indies perform well in pratially important situations. We willpresent detailed experimental results in the extended version of this paper.Referenes[1℄ Anastassia Ailamaki, David J. DeWitt, and Mark D. Hill. Data page lay-outs for relational databases on deep memory hierarhies. VLDB Journal,11:198�215, 2002.[2℄ David J. DeWitt, et al. Implementation tehniques for main memorydatabase systems. In Proeedings of the 1984 ACM SIGMOD InternationalConferene on Management of Data, pages 1�8, 1984.
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